There are at least two languages (American Sign Language [ASL], English) and three modalities (sign, speech, print) in most deaf individuals' lives. Mixing of ASL and English in utterances of deaf adults has been described in various ways (pidgins, diglossia, language contact, bilingualism), but children's mixing usually is treated as the "fault" of poor input language. Alternatively, how might language mixing serve their communication goals? This article describes code variations and adaptations to particular situations. Deaf children were seen to exhibit a wide variety of linguistic structures mixing ASL, English, Spanish, signing, and speaking. Formal lessons supported a recoding of English print as sign and speech, but the children who communicated English speech were the two who could hear speech. The children who communicated ASL were those who had deaf parents communicating ASL or who identified with deaf houseparents communicating ASL. Most language produced by the teacher and children in this study was mixed in code and mode. While some mixing was related to acquisition and proficiency, mixing, a strategy of many deaf individuals, uniquely adapts linguistic resources to communication needs. Investigating deaf children's language by comparing it to standard English or ASL overlooks the rich strategies of mixing that are central to their communication experience.
Linguistic structure is not the only aspect of language. In Heidegger's words, communication "is a matter of being-with-another becoming manifest in the world, which itself becomes manifest in speaking with one another" (Heidegger, 1985, p. 263) . To Gadamer, "It is obvious that an instrumentalist theory of signs which sees words and concepts as handy tools has missed the point of [the conceptual character of all understanding]. . . . [Everything that is intelligible must be accessible to understanding and to interpretation. What is true of understanding is just as true of language. Neither is to be grasped simply as a fact that can be empirically investigated. . . ." (Gadamer, 1989, pp. 403-4) . Gadamer insists on a focus on understanding: "Coming to an understanding is not a mere action, a purposeful activity, a setting up of signs through which I transmit my will to others. Coming to an understanding as such, rather, does not need any tools, in the proper sense of the word. It is a life process in which a community of life is lived out. . . . Reaching an understanding in language places a subject matter before those communicating like a disputed object set between them. . . . [Language] fully realizes itself only in the process of coming to an understanding. That is why it is not a mere means in that process" (Gadamer, 1989, p. 446) . To be human is to seek coherence and understanding with other individuals, to make sense of ourselves and of others. The language of conversational partners echoes other utterances and each other. The fundamental fact of human existence is relationship with others, according to Martin Buber. Focus on language as a code removes the acts of sense-making and relating to another human being from the domain of study. That orientation may be appropriate for linguists, but it is a strange position for educators.
Deaf education has focused almost exclusively on language as code and tool. Using language as a code would force individuals to relate to others as objects who receive our transmissions (Poeppelmeyer, 1995) . Instead, individuals start with the goals of relating and sense-making. Echoes of utterances mix in the current moment. Thus, children's utterances will echo the talk of those with whom they relate (LePage & TabouretKeller, 1985) . Instead of picking linguistic elements from "the language in Column A and the language in Column B," they make sense the way that Mom and Uncle Joe and other salient individuals did when they were talking about this or that topic in a fluid way. Consequently, we must ask how individuals interact, what they are having conversations about, and what relating and sense-making have to do with units of language. That is a way of asking about the language and communication community of each child.
The ethnography of communication (e.g., Hymes, 1972; Gumperz, 1982) makes observations of natural interaction to determine the rules for speaking in communities. Analysts "deal with the question of what makes communication effective" (Gumperz & CookGumperz, 1982, p. 16) . One looks at the communicative resources available in a community for accomplishing different interactional goals and effects and at the local management of these resources by individuals in situated interactions. This approach embraces rather than abstracts from diversity.
Bilingual communication appears in different patterns. Until this century, Koreans, for example, spoke Korean but wrote Chinese. Although the two languages are very different, Korean has borrowed Chinese words freely, slipping them easily into Korean pronunciation and grammar. Hundreds of Chinese words are now part of Korean speaking. Even when everyone speaks two or more languages, code-switching may be the norm, or switching languages may be avoided. The same two languages may exist in different patterns in different settings. Code-switching between French and Arabic, for example, is standard in Lebanon, while in Tunis it is rare.
The meaning of a code switch builds up in a particular conversation, based on similar experiences in the participants' experiences but not necessarily according to a consistent model (Auer, 1984) . In Texas, SpanishEnglish bilingualism is common; Texas bilinguals from a wide variety of backgrounds and lengths of residence typically alternate Spanish with English so that a particular switch may or may not mean something (Johnson, 1995) . Both English and Spanish in Texas exhibit nonstandard translations and borrowings of phrases, words, and morphemes (parquear el caro/park the car; washateria/lavateria). Consider the "multilingual hybridization" of Spanish, English, Nahuatl, and Chicano calo in this line of poetry from Jose Antonio Burciaga: "Mi mente spirals al mixtli,/buti suave I feel cuatro lenguas in mi boca [My mind spirals to the clouds,/so smooth I feel four tongues in my mouth]" (Arteaga, 1994, p. 10) . Similarly, in a Caribbean Creole community where there is wide variation in adult talk, children in the same classroom have been seen to exhibit considerable idiosyncratic variation in their talk, inconsistently mixing the grammatical sources in the community. "The individual creates for himself the patterns of his linguistic behaviour so as to resemble those of the group or groups with which from time to time he wishes to be identified, or so as to be unlike those from whom he wishes to be distinguished" (LePage & Tabouret-Keller, 1985, p. 181 ).
An individual's linguistic repertoire (Hymes, 1980) may be a complex assemblage drawn from many sources. In many communities mixed bilingualism is an organizing force in everyday communication. One may produce utterances in interaction with monolingual interlocutors or produce utterances that mix lexical items and grammatical features from more than one language. Romaine (1989) gives examples of the ordinariness of mixed code utterances in bilingual situations. A new form "must be analyzed in terms of its own structure rather than in terms of one language or the other. ... A mixed code has its own rules and constraints. How the mixed element behaves, with respect to other elements in the discourse unit of which it is a part, will not be predictable from the individual constituent structure of rules of the two systems in contact" (Romaine, 1989, p. 147) . Children mix material from the language around them while they are learning to speak, regardless of whether they will mix structures as adults. Mixing may be quite variable and idiosyncratic, and it may be the most common or even the only style in evidence.
Questions about such related and unclearly distinguished phenomena as borrowing, code-switching, and hybridizing have focused on "levels of language" and on social/political pressures. Studying code-switching from the point of view of ready-made codes led to a focus on constraints on the grammatical locations of switches (Poplack, 1980; Myers-Scotton, 1993) . Lexical items are most easily borrowed (especially common nouns) and syntactic structures least easily borrowed. Studies of code-switching usually assume that one language is the matrix language that sets the morphosyntactic frame for utterances. In Myers-Scotton's (1993) model, for example, the matrix language is the one contributing more morphemes to the utterance, and each language has its own mental lexicon. Restrictions on code-switching are presyntactic and exceptions to predictable switches are explained by "islands" of embedded language borrowed whole and unaffected by the matrix language. In education, Cummins (1986) has claimed that a child must attain competence in one language before attaining competence in a second; one implication of his ideas is the rejection of the sort of Texas code-switching described above in favor of teaching standard Spanish, followed a few years later by teaching standard English. These ideas have become quite influential in deaf education (e.g., Davies, 1991; Drasgow, 1993; Humphries, Martin, & Coye, 1980) , associated with negative feelings about language mixing and an insistence on ASL as a base language, with English as a second language.
Most writing on variation in deaf individuals' language has focused on contact between English and ASL, variously characterized as pidgin sign (Woodward, 1973) , contact sign (Lucas & Valli, 1989; Lucas, 1990) , or in some similar way. Such descriptions often resort to the notion of a language continuum, diglossic or not (e.g., Lee, 1982) . If more ASL features are present in signing (inflected verbs and classifier predicates usually), die language is called "ASL-like" and the user ASL-dominant (ASL matrix) (eg., Stewart, 1985) . If the order of English, the inclusion of unusual new signs, or other features of English grammar are included, the system is considered English-dominant (English matrix).
The position on the continuum may vary according to the hearing and language knowledge of the interlocutors (Erring, 1985 (Erring, , 1988 Lucas, 1990; Lucas & Valli, 1989; Stewart, 1985) , and sometimes may be better characterized as a proficiency continuum (Dorian, 1981) . But the particular mix of features is not so easily predicted from background and hearing status (Lee, 1983; Newell, Stinson, Castle, Mallery-Ruganis, & Holcomb, 1990) . In two studies, language choice of deaf (Lucas, 1990) and hearing (Erring, 1988) communicators was found to respond to the hearing status of interlocutors rather than to their language use. That is, more English was produced with an interlocutor who would hear more, even if that individual was more competent in ASL, and vice versa. Another study found variation related to educational background and topic of conversation (Lee, 1983) . Several characterizations of bimodal communication are in the literature: sign and speech are redundant (every morpheme in both modes), synergistic (like the fluent English users who repeat key information but distribute some between the modes) , and incomprehensible (the sign is a garbled and limited adjunct to speech) (Johnson, Liddell, & Erting, 1989) . In Lucas ' (1990) and Maxwell and Bernstein's (1985; also Bernstein, Maxwell, & Matthews, 1985) studies of adults' signed English, the English features signed did not include the English bound morpheme signs stressed in the signed English systems developed for education. In most studies of children, these elements are also missing, inconsistent, or used in non-English ways (Bornstein, Saulnier, & Hamilton, 1980; Maxwell, 1987; Schick & Moeller, 1992; Supalla, 1991) . Sometimes there is no matrix (as in some Texas SpanishEnglish). One popular text for sign language instruction acknowledges the variation among deaf signers: "The goal is to communicate so deaf people will use whatever combination of methods is most effective" (Smith, Lentz, & Mikos, 1988, p. 46) .
The most striking factor in the communication situation of deaf individuals is the need to go beyond bilingualism to bimodalism. Hearing loss may limit interaction in a spoken/heard language even for individuals who read and write fluently, leading them to sign. Many individuals comfortable in dyadic conversation turn to interpreters to sign lectures and discussions.
Since the signed lexicon of most "signed English" is borrowed from ASL, the imperfect overlap of the lexicons of these two unrelated languages is a problem (Maxwell, 1990b) . Furthermore, it is possible to use two sets of articulators simultaneously, i.e., to sign and speak at the same time. (One may speak without vocalizing.) This language situation is unique.
The American Deaf community, recognized largely through ASL, is assembled rather than reproduced through families (Monaghan, 1994; Montgomery, 1994; Turner, 1994) . People with various degrees of deafness enter the community at different ages and with different backgrounds, leading to considerable variation in signing. Some of the sign variation is regional and social (Smith-Todd & Maxwell, 1986; Stokoe, Casterline, & Croneberg, 1965; Woodward, 1976 ); some appears to be related to years of using the language and parents' signing background (Johnson & Newport, 1989) . As in Creole communities, childrejv may produce more complex structures than linguistically impoverished parents (Singleton, 1989) . Nonnative signers appear unaware of grammatical rules that native signers use, even when they have been signing equally long (Mayberry & Tuchman, 1985; Mayberry & Fischer, 1989) . Knowledge of the structure and development of ASL continues to grow (e.g., Klima & Bellugi, 1979; Wilbur, 1987) with but little attention to communication in the deaf community (Carmel & Monaghan, 1991; Hall, 1991) .
Some deaf children acquire spoken language; other children hear and produce no speech. Most children with a "profound hearing loss" apparently relate through the sense of vision rather than sound, leading to the view that a sign language is the only "natural" language available to deaf children (e.g., Supalla, 1991) , but it is usually not available from hearing parents, at least not in infancy. The importance of schools and peer learning for sign makes it surprising that we lack descriptions of deaf children's communication in everyday life in schools.
Children's Communication in a School for the Deaf Most investigations of the language of deaf school children have involved conducting laboratory studies, writing linguistic rules, and administering standardized tests. While it has long been recognized that deaf children of parents who sign could be bilingual (Williams, 1968) , studies analyzing children's codes have gotten stuck on deciding which elements of utterances belong to ASL or English (e.g., Cowan, 1984; Erring, 1988) or on judging the negative consequences of certain language input. One developmental study of a deaf child of deaf parents found that she separated language codes around age eight and then she continued to mix them-but so did her parents (Maxwell, 1983b) .
Teachers are given great weight in language acquisition of deaf children (of hearing parents); their preparation is overwhelmingly focused on the teacher as a model of English language. Yet what are the communication practices and needs of individual deaf children, the strategies used to address those needs, and the language of children's interactions? To answer this question, we undertook an ethnographic study of the communication of elementary schoolchildren at a residential school for the deaf. Classrooms were observed approximately IOV2 hours a week, and dormitories on weekends, for eight weeks. Other information about these children was selected by teachers and houseparents familiar with their family histories.
The school. The school is one campus of a residential school for the deaf. During the study, students included kindergartners through fifth graders, multihandicapped students of all ages and "transitional students" ages 19-22. Other students were at the main campus, across town. Approximately 100 children attended the elementary program. Deaf adults on campus included a teacher, a teacher's aide, and a support staff member. Two more teachers were hard of hearing. The remaining teachers (7), aides (5), administrative support staff (3), supervisor (1), and principal (1) were all hearing.
The school's communication policy at the time called for an English speech-directed code that included sign equivalents for English determiners, personal pronouns, copulas, and auxiliaries, in addition to borrowed ASL signs for content words and some invented signs for English words and bound morphemes. ASL translations of sentences first signed in the simultaneous communication (SC) were to be used for clarification, as requested by children. Teachers varied in how much ASL they knew and in their philosophy of language. The SC of teachers on this campus was more heavily based on English, while ASL was much more in evidence at the main campus, where the students were older and there were also more deaf adults employed (Mears, Maxwell, & Bernstein, 1992) .
The participants Seven children (three in the same third-grade classroom and dormitory, two others in the class and two others in the dormitory) became the focus of the research.
Mandy was a nine-year-old girl from a singleparent middle-income home. Her mother and sister were deaf; her father, also deaf, had recendy died. Mandy was very curious and made friends easily. She was mainstreamed in a mathematics program for gifted children in public school. In previous years she had been mainstreamed for art and physical education. She had a bilateral severe-to-profound hearing loss classified as a moderate loss with hearing aids.
Miles, age ten, was a quiet and polite boy from a rural area near Mexico. He went home only for long holidays. His deaf parents used ASL and very little, if any, English. He was the oldest of three children, all of whom had moderate hearing losses. At the beginning of the year, there was concern about his low test scores, especially in English; but later in the year he was seen to be progressing rapidly in all subjects.
Kristy was an eight-year-old girl from a singleparent middle-income home. The hearing mother's signed English included an inconsistent use of sign equivalents for personal pronouns and determiners. Kristy had a slow start in a preschool program in her hometown, and she was having difficulty reading English. Very dramatic, at times she displayed temper. Kristy went home most weekends. She had a bilateral profound hearing loss.
Anna, age nine, resided at home with hearing parents who both used signed English. Her mother said that Anna loved school so much that it was difficult to keep her home even when she was ill. She was mischievous and attracted frequent reprimands for her behavior. Anna had a bilateral severe-to-profound hearing loss.
Sarita, age nine, also a day student, had hearing parents and two younger hearing siblings. Her parents tried to sign with her, but they were slow and not proficient. Santa was extremely timid and easily swayed. She had a severe bilateral hearing loss.
Linda and Mary, who were observed only in the dormitory, were from Spanish-speaking families that did not sign. Linda, twelve years old, was from a rural family. Mary, age eleven, lived in a Spanish-speaking community near Mexico; she had been in the program only three months. Both families lived several hundred miles away from the school. Both Linda and Mary were profoundly deaf.
The teacher, Ms. Brown, had been teaching deaf children for five years. Her SC incorporated English features such as personal pronouns and bound morphemes such as -ly and followed English word order. If reading aloud, she signed word for word with the text, including determiners and other function words, although these signs were not in her informal communication. If students indicated they did not understand these function words, she offered an approximate ASL translation. Ms. Brown had no hearing loss. A hearing student teacher was also in the class during part of the study.
The fieldworker, a graduate student and weekend houseparent, had been signing for five years. Primarily, she used an SC code directed by English speech that did not include signs for English determiners, personal pronouns, copulas, or auxiliaries, or bound morphemes but did include ASL directionality, classifiers, nonverbal adverbial markers and pronominal markers. Prior experience with deaf individuals included personal friendships with deaf adults and a semester internship at this school.
Variation in the Children's Codes
Although adults had explained that there were two separate sign languages, one called ASL and one called Signed English, the children seemed to know only that sometimes there was understanding and sometimes not. They showed no explicit awareness of different languages in their community, but there were differences in their language.
Miles and Mandy were bilingual; they sometimes spoke English, sometimes used SC (English or a mixed code), and sometimes signed ASL, depending on the situation and the interlocutor, and, apparently, their moods. They used ASL (with no speech) more in private conversation with peers, when relating long narratives, and in interaction with deaf adults. They relied primarily on SC in the classroom and with hearing adults. There were differences between them. Mandy was probably the most balanced bilingual at the elementary school. She monitored the volume of the teacher's FM microphone and spoke very clearly, often with no accompanying sign. At such times, she was usually asked to sign too. Mandy spoke and signed more English with novice signers and signed ASL with better signers. Early in the study, Mandy adopted the fieldworker's SC code or spoke English only. As they became more comfortable conversing (and the fieldworker's sign improved), Mandy spoke less and signed more ASL (e.g., classifiers, pronominal reference, conditionals, nonmanual markers, verb directionality). Mandy appeared to prefer signing and ASL. Miles, however, appeared to prefer speaking English and often spoke without signing. When asked to sign, he would repeat his utterance in SC but lower his voice volume. Miles' spoken English was very clear. He could hear his name, spoken at regular to low conversational volume from across the room, and often eavesdropped on spoken conversations. In class he would ask orally, "What will we do next?" or exclaim, "I know!" (Spoken language is written here in lower and upper case; sign glosses are written in all upper case.)
The other children rarely spoke aloud except to express disagreement or to call the teacher's name. Anna spoke a little, but she was not very intelligible and preferred sign. Anna and Kristy signed some SC English and some pantomime but mostly signed ASL mixed with some English. Though the code in both school and home was based on English, the two girls used a similar mixed code of ASL features and English word order. For example, Anna asked the teacher, IF FIN-ISH WORK, PLAY RAT?, meaning "If I finish my work, can I play with the rat?" The utterance included inflectional nonmanual markers (raised eyebrows and head tilts) to mark the conditional phrase (EF FINISH WORK) and the question (PLAY RAT?), and the signs followed English word order. One deaf adult at the school commented that Anna's personality affected her predisposition to choose ASL over English. Kristy was frustrated easily with adults and gravitated toward those (usually deaf) who understood her. She once told Ms. Brown that she preferred a deaf houseparent's explanation over a hearing houseparent's. At first glance, she appeared to use ASL, but she actually combined a mix of ASL and English most of the time. Anna's and Kristy's preference for sign could be attributed to their weaker speech abilities, but that explanation did not apply to Sarita. Although she spoke fairly intelligibly and neither her sign nor written communication were easy to understand, her clear preference was for sign.
Linda and Mary depended on lipreading Spanish, mime, or gesture at home but on sign at school. Linda was fluent in ASL and preferred deaf interlocutors. She was considered a behavior problem by those who did not understand her, and a creative and gifted child by those who did. Mary, who had been in the program for only three months, progressed from just a little signing to elaborate stories. She used classifiers, including some invented ones, and made efficient use of space to describe locations and actions. Linda and Mary both attended "adapted" classes because of difficulties with English.
Ms. Brown's target language in the classroom was English. She accepted non-English utterances but preferred SC English. She instructed the children to use SC English, modeling and asking them to sign when they did not, and encouraging speech. Her ethic was that all communication in the classroom should be available to all the children, so if a child spoke to her without signing, she prompted the child to sign "for the benefit of the other children." There was no one in the classroom, however, who could not sign; thus, there was no necessity for speaking. Ms. Brown encouraged the children to speak based on her assessment of their ability, but their speaking was largely superfluous. Sometimes she recoded an SC utterance with an approximate ASL translation when a child obviously did not understand her. During a session of standardized testing, for example, she signed the directions in SC: PUT YOUR NAME ON THE LINE AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE. When Kristy protested that she did not understand, Ms. Brown translated: LINE (indexto-location), PUT-DOWN YOUR NAME INDEX (the line). Kristy understood.
Situated Communication in the Classroom
But this description of language is really a description of symbolic units from two ready-made codes: ASL and English. This model assumes that the children were learning these intact codes. It pushes us to assess levels of competence at reproducing the codes or to list the elements from each code that a child has "acquired." The trouble with this analysis is that it implies that the individual selects features from two (or more) reified systems-codified in "column A and column B." It is not only theoretically flawed but it is one more version of the deviance approach to deaf children's communication. We end up once again determining how far children are from the target; only now we have two targets, ASL as well as English.
Discourse in the classroom. The children in this study were observed with a teacher, with houseparents, in their free time, and during lessons in class. Teachers make demands on the children in their classrooms, both directly and indirectly (e.g., Mehan, 1979) . Observations addressed the language of the teacher's lessons as well as other interaction.
The two children who had deaf parents, Mandy and Miles, consistently received higher grades on their schoolwork. Parental deafness has been accepted as a factor in children's higher achievement (Geers & Schick, 1988; Schlesinger & Meadow, 1972; Stuckless & Birch, 1966; Vernon & Koh, 1970) ; however, Mandy and Miles also had the most useful hearing of the children in this study. Miles' hearing loss was moderate, and Mandy, though she had a severe-toprofound loss, benefitted from her hearing aid considerably. The usefulness of residual hearing has also been associated with academic achievement (Clarke & Rogers, 1981) . The relationship between standardized test scores and children's communicative and reading abilities in class was actually an inverse one. Miles and Mandy scored lowest on language arts subtests; Kristy scored highest. These scores were directly opposite to their performance in interaction and class lessons.
Our observation of the children's narrative style was instructive. Their narrative styles varied; the stories of children from deaf families were full of English, and, contrarily, stories of children from hearing families were strictly ASL with few or no English features.
Miles tended to speak stories with some sign. He might break into ASL in a long and complex story with multiple characters and locations. For short narratives with his teacher, though, he tended to rely more on speaking English.
Mandy's content area discussions in class tended toward mixed SC, while her narratives showed a pattern of ASL/SC distribution. One typical story started in ASL, with an occasional spoken English phrase setting up the location (bowling alley), characters (her mom, her sister, and two friends) and what each person was doing (her mom was bowling in a tournament, her sister was in the restaurant, and she and her two friends were in the video gameroom): SATUR-DAY 5-handshape-list (inflected for listing mom, Renee, Tammy, Norma, me) GO BOWL PLACE. MOM-INDEX BOWL TOURNAMENT. RENEE EAT RESTAURANT. WE-THREE-GO-TO (inflected for number, person, and directionality) NINTENDO PLAY ROOM. (Translation: On Saturday, five of usMom, Renee, Tammy, Norma, and me-went to the bowling alley. Mom was near the front, bowling in a tournament. Renee went to eat in the restaurant, and the three of us-Tammy, Norma, and I-went to play video games in the gameroom.) Mandy continued in SC, interspersed with ASL elaborations, so that the resulting story revealed a mix of spoken English, SC, and ASL. Mandy's performance of narratives was similar to that of another child of deaf parents (Maxwell, 1983b (Maxwell, , 1984 (Maxwell, , 1989a (Maxwell, , 1989b Kovarsky & Maxwell, 1992 ).
Linda and Mary, the girls from Spanish-speaking homes, narrated stories without much English. They loved to tell elaborate stories to anyone and everyone. Linda was a skilled master of ASL storytelling. One day, for example, Linda told a story about feeding her horse at home: (in a rough translation) Early one morning Linda's mother woke her and told her to go out to feed the horse; it was noisy, so it must be hungry. Linda groaned-she hates to,get up early, but got up, went out to feed the horse, and returned to bed. Shortly afterward, Linda's mom woke her again: "I thought I told you to feed the horse. He's still out there whinnying. Hurry!" Linda expressed her irritation, said she already fed the horse, but went out to see for herself. The bucket was empty, so she fed the horse again. This time, she sat down in front of the stall to continue her sleep. Linda went on to tell that the horse woke her, and she bolted upright in alarm, looked around, and saw the horse whinnying. She quieted the horse and returned to her slumber. Linda went through a comical sequence of whipping her head around, catching the horse neighing, and attempting to quiet the horse.
The story displayed ASL classifiers, reference and spatial positioning, facial adverbials and conjunctions, verb inflections, verb directionality, and more. She was able to handle the visual-spatial (Maxwell, 1990a) and narrator/character (Steffen, 1995) aspects of ASL narrative. Once, for example, she was indicating through signing and miming the horse neighing over her shoulder, as she signed herself quickly turning to look with her left hand (that is, using the directional sign LOOK pointed over her shoulder). She also signed HORSE with her right hand, as she was shushing (finger to lips) it with the left, representing the horse's actions and location in relation to her own. These kinds of simultaneous visual displays were both common and linguistically complex. Linda communicated the story and her feelings about the story in a moment of pleasure with an appreciative houseparent. These interactions were* driven not by language but by interaction. That is, these were moments of sense-making and relating that take place in language. In contrast, most observations at the school were driven by language-as-code; that is, the focus of interaction was to produce the ready-made code of English.
Formal lessions elicited a variety of communication styles. All the reading materials were in English. Mandy and Miles were the only children who read independently (in higher level basal readers than used in the group work). Mandy, Miles, Santa and Anna all signed and spoke simultaneously while reading. Mandy spoke in a sing-song, whether reading "aloud" or to herself. When Miles encountered a word he did not know how to pronounce, he looked up at the teacher. If he did not get the desired response, he dropped his volume and slid over the target. The teacher often asked him to repeat unintelligible words. The stories were material for lessons in recoding print English as SC. The teacher usually went through a story, asking the class questions ranging from simple identification ("What is that?") to making inferences and predictions ("What do you think this monster will do next?"). In response to the children's minimal responses, the teacher modeled the answers she wanted, e.g.: Child: LEAVE. Teacher: YOU THINK THE MONSTER WILL LEAVE? WHERE WILL HE GO? (SQ She also made comments like: SEEMs LIKE YOU EN-JOYED THE ILLUSTRATIONS A-LOT (SC). The signs communication children initiated, though, were inquiries about word identification.
Science lessons focused on written English. The teacher presented the lecture from a written summary, as students were instructed to follow along on a handout. They then copied the summaries and might draw illustrations. All the children approached these lessons with apprehension. In contrast, lessons with the most participation were those involving hands-on activities. For a lesson on fish anatomy, the children enjoyed touching and moving the gills and fins of a black drum and described the functions of each part. Then they painted the fish with ink and made rice paper prints. The children all successfully identified the parts (wrote the nouns) on a test at the end of the unit.
The reading, then, that the children typically expe-• rienced in class treated words as objects for labeling (recoding as signs or speech), copying, and memorizing. The texts were treated as sets of objects (words or sentences), and the children were not really encouraged or shown other ways to make sense of the texts.
Correctable*: communication as stimulus object: Most class activities were stimuli for writing that the teacher will correct. The purpose the teacher set for the children was to put their thoughts into English that she could correct. Thus written communication was not treated as relational or sense-making (as in written conversations or notes common to the deaf community (Maxwell, 1985b; Mallory, Zingle, & Schein, 1993 , Albertini & Shannon, 1996 ).
There was no correction or formal instruction of ASL observed in this class. The structured activities, which involved English, especially grammar lessons and writing assignments, were unpopular with the children. Deaf college students have said that such activities give them very negative feelings about English and their educations (Bergman, 1976; Meath-Lang, Caccamise & Albertini, 1982) .
Each morning, the children shared events of the previous day or upcoming plans. They took turns and continued unmolested except when something needed clarification. Then they wrote and illustrated the same information. The teacher marked a few grammatical problems and asked the children to rewrite if they turned in sloppy and rushed work or one-word sentences. For example: "TV? What about the TV? Yesterday you watched TV? or you saw a movie on TV? OK, please say that on this paper." The teacher saw this as being lenient. To the children the sharing time was communication and the writing was tedious follow-up work that treated language as object.
The student teacher repeatedly signed MISTAKE as she corrected the children, and Kristy and Anna often defended their work. The regular classroom teacher routinely circled items for a second try. After a second attempt, she found one part of the assignment to praise and then corrected the English herself by saying, for example, "This one is almost right, but the best answer is ." The children dutifully changed their papers but were never seen to ask about the teacher's sense-making of what they wrote.
In a lesson on the mechanics of English punctuation, the children learned the signs for such terms as "capital letter," "period," "comma," and "apostrophe"; but they did not learn the English terms and fared badly when given a written task. Kristy was quite expressive about her confusion and displeasure. She looked at the word, looked at Ms. Brown, looked at the page again, looked up and frowned, and said she did not understand what those words meant.
Sarita was a master at appearing to display knowledge (Dore & McDermott, 1982) . In a group, she was skilled at watching others and appearing to understand. Sarita appeared to be trying to take a turn or volunteering her own answers, but was in fact copying and, consequently, failed to understand. For example, in a lesson on English -'s, each child used possessive constructions to describe another child to the group and then wrote similar sentences about a picture. Sarita managed in the group but then, even though she appeared confident of her work and was the first student to finish (as she often was, because other students practiced more avoidance behaviors, such as sharpening pencils, feeding the fish, going to the bathroom, daydreaming), she wrote: "The lion's is beautiful. The monkey's is funny. The tiger's is afraid." She usually did not learn the lesson until the teacher sat with her and went over the work again individually. Ms. Brown spent quite a bit of time in one-on-one instruction with Sarita correcting the first part of the assignment. These lessons were on language-as-object. When Sarita did complete the assignment correctly, there was no evidence of anything more than copying of linguistic code patterns.
One of the few activities related to English that was not preparation for writing was a card "game" for making stories. The cards contained a noun, verb, or prepositional phrase. Kristy drew: lion, danced, through the jungle. Her story translates as "The lion danced through the jungle. It had worked all day and was tired. It finished work and was happy to be going home." Critique was limited to English word order. For example, she said they should not say "The turtle across the desert zagged." (That order is possible in ASL and passed without notice in informal interaction.)
Word work occupied a prominent place in this classroom. A dryboard was a reference point in the classroom. Spelling words were accompanied by children's drawings. The instructions for science experiments were listed, with illustrations of the steps. Children posted pictures related to daily news. They referred to the board for words and phrases they wanted to use in their writing.
The children had about 15 spelling words each week. They wrote the words several times during the week, alphabetized them, played Bingo to practice sign-to-print word matches, completed worksheets of puzzles or cloze tasks. Kristy and Anna made a game of picking out small words within larger words, e.g., and in grand, ear in near, ant in plant Anna used selfprompts like, NEAR START WITH N THEN EAR (pointing to her ear)? Kristy, though, did not spell the words successfully or appear to use the mnemonic to try.
All word lessons were based on English, although sign equivalents were typically presented. The English form was considered the word and the sign an equivalent. Spelling is a misleading label for the task, because the English words were usually unfamiliar. The children knew many signs without English matches. For example, a puzzled Kristy pointed to the word "California" in a geography unit. When shown the sign, she nodded understanding, checked the spelling again and located the state on a U.S. map. She knew the sign CALIFORNIA but not the English word "California." Kristy and Sarita, in particular, had limited sign vocabularies, too.
Confusion over ASL and SC affected the weekly spelling lessons. The teacher initialized many ASL signs for SC. One day Kristy's deaf houseparent scoffed at some of the initialized signs, showing Kristy different signs for the words. Kristy began to develop the attitude that the houseparent's (deaf) sign was superior to the teacher's (hearing). Returning to class the next day, she curled her lip, rolled her eyes, and shook her head vigorously at the initialized sign and told the teacher, HOUSEPARENT TELL-ME THAT WRONG.
Sometimes, the teacher did not know the proper, sign or even that there was a proper sign for an Englishŵ ord. The first day of studying the word "ink," Ms. Brown said that it is usually fingerspelled or described. Although there is a sign (Sternberg, 1981) , she did not know it and described "ink" as PEN INSIDE RUNNY/LEAK. When the children looked puzzled at this ambiguous utterance, the teacher removed the cartridge from a Bic pen, signed INSIDE and then rolled some ink on her finger, offering it for the children to see. The children nodded that they understood, but Mandy said she preferred the teacher to sign PEN. For the others, Ms. Brown continued using the description. On the day "ink" was introduced, the classroom pet rat gave birth and passed as little blood. Kristy announced this to the class and noted that the sign BLOOD is similar to the RUNNY/LEAK sign the teacher used to explain "ink." Laughing, she told the teacher that she could remember "ink" by remem-bering the day the rat bled and became the mom of seven babies. Kristy was engaging in sense-making and relating even while focusing on language-as-object. This strategy of using semantic mapping and similarities between signs was rarely observed.
Although the teacher was aware of differences between ASL and English, the children experienced many problems associated with using the same lexical signs in two languages. One problem with labeling word-objects (receding as signs or speech) was the tendency to allow only one label, without sense-making. Words are not that simple. The kind of problem multiple meanings gave all the children (except Mandy, who loved weekly work in a thesaurus) is illustrated in a science lesson. Santa read that instruments used to view the stars were called telescopes. She signed CALL ("summon") instead of NAME. In English, "call" has both meanings (and others), but in ASL CALL does not mean "name."
For a writing assignment students were given a picture of a peg-legged, eye-patched pirate standing on a beach next to a box of gold, with the ocean in the background. One child asked the teacher to spell GOLD; but the sign was a little lax, and the teacher spelled N,O,I,S,E. (Both signs are executed near the ear with similar handshapes and movement). When another child asked for the spelling of PIRATE, signed metonymically as EYEPATCH, the teacher spelled P,A,T,C,H. One of the children's stories read: "The patch is looking for noise. The noise is in the box. A bird is on the patch shoulder." Not exactly what the child meant to say. These examples illustrate the weakness of the fit between ASL and English. The teacher's focus on words as objects with labels (Maxwell, 1983a) did not lead her to design lessons on multiple meanings or the correspondence between signs and English words in different semantic or structural contexts. Nor did it lead her to lessons on sense-making.
We were particularly interested in language mixing, relating, and sense-making. Language mixing has a bad reputation because it does not seem like any real language (Romainc, 1989) . That is, it is not a ready-made code. Although language mixing too often results from poor knowledge (e.g., Buchanan, 1992; Kuykendall, 1991; Maxwell, 1983a) , other hybrid language is ordinary and competent (e.g., Newell et al., 1990) . Perhaps the most striking finding involves how different the children were. They exhibited variable abilities in more than one language and appeared to be at different levels of acquisition of linguistic structures. Until we have more developmental studies, we cannot determine how much miring to explain as acquisition. Furthermore, the talk of the children did not fit the characterizations of bimodal communication found in the literature: sign and speech were not simply redundant (every morpheme was not in both modes), synergistic (key information was not repeated and distributed between the modes), or incomprehensible (the sign was not a garbled partial adjunct to speech).
Each individual has an idosyncratic set of linguistic features in his or her repertoire (Hymes, 1980) , and language in communities is focused or diffused (LePage & Tabouret-Keller, 1985) . If there is strong similarity in people's language, the language is focused; that usually means there is a strong standard dialect to which people conform. If, however, there is a great deal of variability in language, then there is diffusion away from a standard. Although English was the subject of formal instruction in the classroom, it was not much in evidence in communication. English is a strong standard in the United States, but in the children's lives there was no standard form of SC English. ASL was more accessible to children with limited hearing, but many speakers of ASL also use SC or a mixed signed variety, and there were few ASL users in the school. This community appeared to have no dialect of English or ASL as a focus language. Instead, individuals communicated through diffuse patterns of language; they communicated with each other, even though their individual repertoires varied.
Why were there receptive/expressive differences? For example, Kristy understood ASL signers best but usually expressed herself in mixed English-ASL. One day Kristy told the class that LAST-WEEK MOM TOLD-ME THAT IF GOOD BEHAVIOR CAN PLAY SOCCER. (Translation: "Last week my mom told me that if I have good behavior, I can play soccer") The word IF and the word order fit English, while the conditional raised eyebrows, the directional verb (TOLD-ME) and time incorporation (LAST-WEEK) were features of ASL. Where a minority spoken Ian-guage is addressed to children only by a family member, without community support, it is common for children to understand that language without speaking it. The class and societal support of English were stronger than for ASL, and Kristy's mother signed English; but in the dormitory Kristy showed a clear identification with deaf houseparents who used ASL. Nevertheless, her expression was influenced by English (especially word order). In contrast, Linda, who had no English or ASL in her family, was a fluent ASL user who seemed to have acquired very little English at all. Linda was the closest of these children to monolingual ASL, Kristy was split between expressive and receptive codes, Mandy was balanced bilingually, Miles preferred English.
It would be interesting to see whether the children converge more as they grow older or continue to reflect such diffusion. We need to explore the different patterns that individuals construct instead of assuming a pattern of correctness and deviance or a pattern of diffusion in numbers of linguistic features of ASL and English. We need more studies of children growing up multilingually. Deaf children growing up both multilingually and bimodally can greatly inform our understanding of what it means to "use 'language,' rather than a 'given' language" (Romaine, 1989, p. 287) .
It may be time to discard the notions of language dominance, with its quantitative image of counting/features on a continuum between English and ASLmore features of English versus more features of ASL. Instead of seeing code-switching and mixing as deviations from some ideal monolingual grammar, we need to see them as central to the organization of grammar for some communicators. The young children in this study did not know they were part of a political/educational argument. They drew on their resources to achieve communication goals. During a lesson about the solar system, for example, the teacher explained that it took 365 days for Earth to make one orbit around the Sun. Mandy combined resources from languages and modes to effectively show Ms. Brown her sense of this concept. She formed the Earth sign with one hand, the Sun sign with the other, and moved the Earth sign around the Sun sign as she spoke the words: "One day, one day, one day,. . ." until one full revolution was complete. The timing of the speech was directed by the signs. Rather than spoken English directing the order of the signs, or the two modes representing the same words, Mandy's signs and speech gave somewhat different information about the concept as she shared her sense of Earth's orbit with Ms. Brown.
Writers attempting to show that children will choose ASL over an English-based code have ignored the sort of variation these children exhibited. The range of accommodations may be much more complex than previously recognized. Studies set in the frame of language contact give the impression that ASL, Signed English, and Pidgin Sign English are discrete codes that only occasionally mingle when a speaker of one meets for an ephemeral interaction with a speaker of another, like a Frenchman and a Dane who meet on a airplane. In this classroom, however, codes were not consistent. It may be more accurate to think of the situation as a border community in which ASL and English are permanently intertwined. Moreover, each individual child modified signed and spoken language in various ways. ASL was not the exclusive domain of deaf children of deaf parents, even at this age, and children of deaf parents also used simultaneous sign/ speech and spoken English. Mandy and Miles, in particular, who were children of deaf parents, had the most access to ASL and the most fluency in language mixing and SC English. Linda, though, whose parents were Spanish-speaking, and Sarita, who could speak intelli-1 " gibly, commanded resources of ASL. How, then, do we account for the variability? LePage and Tabouret-Keller (1985) point out the possible role of emotional identification with individuals whose language one then assimilates. Was something like that at work here? The deaf adult who said Anna's personality predisposed her to choose ASL over English seemed to be suggesting such a factor. It was a factor that should be investigated and may be related to the teachers' and houseparents' belief that descriptions of children's personalities were relevant to their communication development. It was a factor central to the notion of language as sense-making in relationship. Aspects of language can also acquire negative valence, as is the case with English speech (Maxwell & Kraemer, 1990) and simultaneous communication (Bahan, 1989) for many deaf individuals. Whether children learn the languages in their communities depends also on the ne-cessity of each language (Dopke, 1992) , and the least supported language in the community needs the most support in school (Romaine, 1989) . That was not happening heTe. It was not happening partly, at least, because the teacher's theory of language was enacted as a focus on language-as-object (especially word objects).
What did this community support? The teacher encouraged speech with sign, though not speech alone. She accepted ASL and used some herself, but (like most parents and educators) she valued SC English more. She valued diversity and ASL as well as English, but not in the classroom. She valued written English, but primarily as an object of grammatical correctness in formal lessons. Written English did not seem to serve any of the children's needs (except perhaps to please the teacher). Thus, of the two forms of ordinary English in this community, neither spoken English, which did serve some children's needs (primarily Miles' and Mandy's), nor written English was needed for communication. It seems peculiar that a community so focused on the teaching of English did not really provide much support for English. In the dormitory, deaf houseparents did provide support for ASL, but the classroom did not provide much ASL support. Education that supported a standard ASL might support more distinct language boundaries than the children in this study exhibited. Perhaps if there were more people relating in ASL in their community, children would develop more of the standard ready-made code. This classroom (and, according to report, most homes) provided no support for either natural language, ASL or English, in its ordinary uses but did provide support for mixed language.
Conclusion
While there are societal values that support bilingualism and values that work against it, it seems inescapable that where there are limits to the assimilation of a spoken language as monumental as restricted hearing, there will be some sort of bimodalism/bilingualism. Communication competence should not be seen in narrow grammatical terms but within particular social conditions. Given the importance of ASL to many deaf individuals and the obvious importance of English in American life, most deaf individuals will need to interact with people speaking both languages "to manage the everyday things a normal person does" (Romaine, 1989, p. 283) .
The constraints that deafness places on English acquisition are such that a mixed code may be a necessary and obvious component of many deaf individuals' linguistic repertoires. That code may vary along a continuum of speaking as well as continuum of language codes, with more reliance on speaking for some better hearers and variations in inclusion of ASL and English features in different relationships. As long as members of the community see this mixing as undesirable-and both English-preferrers and ASL-preferrers (and, probably, most readers of this article) currently do see it as undesirable-they will miss many of the competencies of communicators in the community. Ultimately, decisions about educational policy will keep distorting children into unrealistic images until educators come to terms with the kind of variation reported in this study and either reshape children's communities to support what they desire (an impossible level of control) or reconsider the value of languages as objects or codes. This is just one group of children in one community. Just as there was great variation among these children, so might there be among some other group of children, and there are no grounds for generalizing. The point is not to propose some new model for deaf education but to urge careful description of individual repertoires and sense-making efforts (Maxwell, in press) , to be aware that whatever ideology about language people hold, communicators are busy with their relationships, to be aware (as Erring, 1988; Supalla, 1991 , and others have pointed out) that people will draw on the linguistic resources at hand to relate to others and make sense of their world.
